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WARRANTY
Dohrmann Enterprises, Inc. will repair or replace any applicator part(s) that are found to be defective
within 1 year from the original date of purchase with the exception of “wear parts” (Valve Kits,
Pumping Tubes...). Defective parts must be returned to Dohrmann Enterprises, Inc. within 30 days of
failure with shipping and handling fees prepaid.
NOTE: Failure to follow proper installation and maintenance instructions found in the Owner’s Manual
will VOID all warranty.
Defective parts caused by freight damage must be reported to the freight company by the receiver.

WARNING:
Any tampering, alternating or modification of equipment
without explicit authorization from management voids ANY /
ALL warranties regardless if still in the warranty period!
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FOR SAFE OPERATION
1. Read and follow all instructions before attempting to install or start this equipment.
2. Do not attempt to apply any chemical through equipment until you read and understand chemical safety
information and application rates. Before applying a chemical, read product labels.
3. Never allow children, livestock or unauthorized persons within the vicinity of the equipment.
4. Perform a safety check on equipment before each use and during regular intervals.
5. If you encounter problems, do not operate equipment, do not treat crops. Contact the manufacturer or your
dealer immediately for assistance.

SYSTEM TROUBLE SHOOTING
Problem: The red light on the SP-2L Control will not come on so that the system will not run.
Solution 1: Unplug the control from the wiring harness and connect the wiring harness together.
If
the pump does not run, you do not have a good connection or are wired to a switched power
source
and need to turn on the switch.
Solution 2: Unplug the control from the wiring harness and connect the wiring harness together.
If
the pump runs, but does not pump, check to see if the pump is blowing bubbles back into
the tank. If
you see bubbles in the tank, the system was wired incorrectly at the power source. Switch the red and
black wires around.
Problem: The system has worked for a while and does not pump any longer.
Solution 1: Follow the instructions on page 18 to replace the pumping tube. If replacing the
pumping tube, it is recommended to order a spare tube to have on hand for the next replacement.

WINTER STORAGE
1. DRAIN TANK: Flush system thoroughly (min. 5 gallons) with clean water and run RV water system anti-freeze
(pink) through the pump and hoses to keep from freezing.
2. OR: Flush system thoroughly, drain and store in a warm building.
Do not flush system with Auto Anti-Freeze, fuel oil or any petroleum based product.
This WILL cause pump failure!
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DE-1008.5 Assembly & Installation Directions
Installation of Baseplate(s), Pump Unit and Cooler(s):
1. Your DE-1008.5 Dohrect Enject System is shipped assembled. Carefully remove the foam top
packaging and lift the DE-1008.5 unit out of the box. Save the original box and packaging should
the applicator need to be shipped in the future.
NOTE: There are additional system components packaged inside the cooler (Pumping Tubes,
Wire harness, SP-2L Control, mounting hardware, etc).
2. Position the DE-1008.5 baseplate(s) on the chopper’s fender in the location where you would like
to install them and mark the location of the 4 holes on the bottom of the baseplate– without the
cooler in the baseplate, the DE-1008.5 will be slightly “tippy” prior to being secured to the
fender. If removing the cooler prior to installation it is recommended to place weight in the
baseplate to counterbalance the weight of the pump assembly – failure to do so may result
in the pump unit tipping over and possibly causing damage or injury.
3. Before drilling the holes (3/8”) and securing the baseplate(s) to the fender, you will need to make
sure there is enough clearance to allow the door to open. The door swings forward – away from the
cooler – from the top and requires 6.75” of space from the front of the enclosure.
4. Once you have finalized the location of the baseplate(s), verify that the mounting holes are located
over an area safe to drill (no hydraulic hoses, electrical cables, etc).
5. Once you have confirmed it is safe to drill in that location, drill holes in the fender through the
mounting holes in the baseplate and secure with the 5/16” bolts, nuts and washers included. It is
recommended to use a flat washer on the top, under the bolt head with a flat washer and Nyloc nut
on the underside of the fender.
DE-1008.5: If you have removed the cooler, place the cooler onto the baseplate and secure with the
rubber straps, securing them to the handles on each side of the cooler. Attach the output hose to the
cooler, by pressing down the metal tab of the fitting and inserting the fitting until it “clicks”. If you are
installing the DE-1008.5 skip the directions for the manifold installation and proceed to Discharge Bracket
& Hose Installation on page 11.
DE-1008.5X2: Follow the directions that follow for the installation of the manifold.
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Installation of 1008.5-MAN Selection Manifold:
Figure 1

1. Locate the area you would like the manifold
(Shown in Figure 1) installed.
2. Before installation, give some consideration to who will be
opening and closing the valves in the field.
A. If it is the chopper operator, mount the manifold either
to the side of the cab, on the fender, or on a
baseplate
where the operator can reach it.
B. If someone outside the cab is going to change the
valves select a location that can easily be reached, this
is typically on the back edge of the fender or on a
baseplate.

Figure 2

1008.5-MAN
Manifold

3. Once you have determined placement, you can secure the
manifold with the 5/16” bolts and nyloc nuts enclosed. If
installing on a baseplate, attach as (show in Figure 2). Make
sure to place carriage bolts from the inside so the nuts are on
the outside of the baseplate.
4. If mounting elsewhere, verify that the mounting holes are
located over an area safe to drill through.
5. After you have confirmed it is alright to drill in that location,
drill holes in the fender and secure with the 5/16” bolts and nyloc
nuts included.

Figure 3
6. Determine which port on the assembly will control which
tank. Run the hose from that valve connection to the
appropriate tank and connect the hose to the tank valve.
Repeat this step for the other valve and cooler.
NOTE: The direction of the valve handle will determine
which tank will be drawn from as (shown in Figure 3).
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Wiring
Your DE-1008.5 is shipped with the power cord assembly (Part #364-1008) connected to the SP-2L Control.
The power cord assembly has 2 sections. The 1st section (Part #364A) will be installed from your power
supply to the SP-2L Control. The 2nd section (Part #364C) will be installed from the SP-2L Control to the
pump assembly. See (Figure 4) on the following page.

SP-2L Control Placement

Find a mounting location for the SP-2L Control Unit. It is recommended that this be in a location which is
within easy reach of the operator. Mount the controller using the self-tapping screws or the ¼” nuts and bolts
included. If you use the self-tapping screws, drill a 3/16” pilot hole at the desired screw location.

Wiring

1: The 1st section of power cord (#364A) has bare wires and fuse holder. This end will be connected to your
12 volt DC (VDC) power source – you may need to change the terminals to mate up with your power source,
there are additional connections found in your hardware bag.
RED WIRE (w/Fuse Holder): The red wire must be connected to 12 VDC positive (+). It is
recommended that this be connected to a 12 VDC regulated power source such as an in-cab power
outlet or a “header switch” output. If wiring into a “header switch” output, the red wire should be
connected to the 12 VDC (+) switched output.
BLACK WIRE: The black wire should be connected to negative (-) ground. If wiring into a “header
switch” output, the black wire should be connected to the 12 VDC (-) output.
***FOR “HEADER SWITCH” WIRING, your chopper must be equipped with this option and you must
have the electrical connection to mate up to the choppers plug. Dohrmann Enterprises, Inc. does not
stock the factory plugs for “header switch” connections, this must be obtained through your local
implement dealer.
NOTE: Be sure you have good, clean terminals and a good connection. This system must be connected to a
12 volt DC system; 6 or 24 volts WILL NOT work. After everything is wired, if the control does not work, it
has been wired in reverse; change the red and black wires at the power source to correct this problem.

2. The other end of the #364A power cord has a white connection on it. Connect this to the input wire
connection (Red/Black) on the SP-2L Control .
3: The 2nd section of the power cord (#364C) has a white connection on one end. Connect this to the output
wire connection (Blue/Orange) on the SP-2L Control.
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Wiring (Continued)
SP-2L CONTROL

Figure 4

White stripped RED/
BLACK wires from SP-2L
to FM-1008.5LED
connected to
FM-1008.5LED

BLACK/RED

TO
POWER

TO
PUMP
BLUE/ORANGE

364A

364C

4. Route the wire from the SP-2L Control to the pump assembly. On the bottom of the pump assembly, you
will find a black plug. The black plug on the 364C power cord will connect to this plug. The plug can only
connect one way. Mate up the plug and insert until it “Clicks”. For more details on this connection, please
see below.
NOTE: To disconnect, ALWAYS pull on the fittings – NOT on the wires.

Pump Plug Disconnect
Figure 5

Push here to disconnect

A. On the power cord segment (364C) there is a weather-tight latching plug which connects to the
DE-1008.5 Pump Enclosure.
B. To disconnect the power cord, press the black clip in the center and pull the electrical fittings
apart (shown in Figure 5).
NOTE: Using the tip of a fingernail or small screwdriver to fit in the groove will make it
to take the fittings apart.
C. To connect, simply line up the fittings and press together until it “clicks”.
NOTE: To disconnect, ALWAYS pull on the fittings – NOT on the wires.
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easier

Plumbing
(hose, flowmeter & discharge bracket)
PLEASE NOTE: There are NO NOZZLES or nozzle fittings shipped with your Dohrect Enject System.
These units are designed to work without nozzles (due to the low rates per ton, application through a
nozzle would have a high plugging risk due to the small orifice size required). To assure proper
application, please pay close attention to the placement of the discharge.

Flowmeter Placement

The FM-1008.5LED Flowmeter should be mounted, outside the cab, in a location that is easy to view for
the operator. Find a desired location to mount the FM-1008.5LED Flowmeter and attach the flowmeter
with the U-Bolt if mounting to a railing (see examples in Figures 6 & 7 below). If mounting to a flat
surface, use the self-tapping screws, or the 5/16” nuts and bolts provided. If using the self-tapping
screws, drill a 3/16” hole. For most accurate readings, the flowmeter needs to be mounted vertically. To
make adjustments assuring proper vertical installation you can loosen the bolts on the swivel bracket,
make the adjustments and then tighten the bolts.

Flowmeter Plumbing

Your DE-1008.5LED is shipped with a 20’ length of ¼” ID X 3/8” OD hose on the pump output. This
hose will route to the flowmeter and from the flowmeter to the cutter head.
1: Route the ¼” ID hose from the pump unit up to the FM-1008.5LED Flowmeter and cut the hose at
the appropriate length for installation into the bottom compression fitting “Flow In from Pump” as shown
in (Figures 6 & 7.) Make a clean, “square” cut to assure proper sealing.
2: Loosen the compression nut – DO NOT REMOVE – and insert the cut end into the fitting until it
stops. Tighten the fitting to assure a proper seal – hand tightening is typically fine.
3: Loosen the top compression nut “Flow Out to Discharge” as shown in (Figures 6 & 7) – DO NOT
REMOVE – and insert the cut end into the fitting until it stops. Tighten the fitting to assure a proper seal
– hand tightening is typically fine.

Figure 6
Flow Out
to
Discharge

Figure 7
Horizontal
Mount

Flow In
From
Pump
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Vertical
Mount

Discharge Bracket Placement & Installation
Discharge Hose & Bracket
Find your desired discharge location, it should either be in front of the feed rolls or behind the feed rolls and
in front of the knives. Coverage tests that Dohrmann Enterprises, Inc. has been involved in or contributed
equipment placed the discharge in one of these locations with successful results. See examples of
discharge locations in the pictures on (Page 12) showing mounting on a (Pull-Type, Krone, John Deere,
Claas, and New Holland) chopper.
1: Determine where your discharge location will be. (See examples on the following page, Figure 11). If
you are inserting the hose through a shield, check under for any addition shields, shafts or brackets that
may interfere with the product being applied directly to the feed. Drill a 3/8” hole, if needed remove any
burrs from drilling.

Figure 8
2: Next remove the bolt and nut from the discharge
bracket. Place the elbow through the hole just
drilled. Now mark the spot where the bolt and nut
will be used to secure bracket, if you need to,
remove the hose before marking and drilling as
(shown in Figure 9). Mark and drill a 3/8” hole, and
if needed, remove any burrs.

2nd 3/8” Drill Hole
2nd 3/8” Drill Hole

3: Now place the elbow back through the first hole
drilled if it was removed during the drilling of the
second hole.

Figure 9

4: Line up the discharge bracket with the second
hole drilled and place the bolt through the top
(Figure 10) and secure with the nut from
underneath.

Figure 10

5: If hose was removed during drilling, replace and
route the 1/4” ID hose from the FM1008.5LED
Flowmeter to the desired discharge location.
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Discharge Bracket Placement Examples
Figure 11

Discharge
Bracket
Locations

Pull-Type

John Deere

Krone

Claas
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New Holland

DE-1008.5 Calibration & Pump Tube Selection
Pump Tube Selection & Installation
Your DE-1008.5 System is shipped without a pump tube installed. Your system will not pump until a
pump tube is selected and installed. There are 2 color coded pump tubes shipped with your applicator –
Red and Blue. Use the instructions below to determine which pump tube will work best with your harvest
rate and product concentration (mix rate).

Determining your Harvest Rate

1: By reading across, find the weight of your load.
A. If the weight of your load is not listed, please round up to the next weight listed.
2: By reading down, find the time (in minutes) to load/unload.
B. If the exact time to load/unload is not listed, please round up to the faster time listed.
3: Moving down from your weight and over from your time, where the column and row meet is your harvest
rate in Tons per Minute.

Silage - Tons per Minute
4

Minutes
to Load/
Unload

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
1.0
1.3
2.0
4.0

6
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.5
2.0
3.0
6.0

8
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.6
2.0
2.7
4.0
8.0

10
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.4
1.7
2.0
2.5
3.3
5.0

Tons Per Load
12
14
16
18
1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5
1.1 1.3 1.5 1.6
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
1.3 1.6 1.8 2.0
1.5 1.8 2.0 2.3
1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6
2.0 2.3 2.7 3.0
2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
4.0 4.7 5.3 6.0
6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0

20
1.7
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.9
3.3
4.0
5.0
6.7

22
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.8
3.1
3.7
4.4
5.5
7.3

24
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.7
3.0
3.4
4.0
4.8
6.0
8.0

26
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.9
3.3
3.7
4.3
5.2
6.5

4: Using the following chart, find your product mix rate across the top along with the range your harvest rate
falls in. This will determine which tube to install for proper application.
NOTE: Product mix rate of 100 tons/gallon is only recommended for use with products that have a
suggested rage of 2 grams per ton or less. Products with rates over 2 grams per ton are required to mix at
50 or 25 tons per gallon. Further concentration may cause excessive product sediment build up and will
skew the flowmeter calibration.

Pump Tube Selection Chart

Blue Tube
Red Tube

Mix Rate= 100 tons/gallon*
Minimum
Maximum
Tons/Min.
Tons/Min.
1.5
4
3
8.5
*For products equal to or
less than 2 grams/ton.

Mix Rate = 50 tons/gallon
Minimum
Maximum
Tons/Min.
Tons/Min.
0.75
2
1.5
4.25
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Mix Rate = 25 tons/gallon
Minimum
Maximum
Tons/Min.
Tons/Min.
0.5
1
0.75
2.00

DE-1008.5 Pump Tube Installation Directions

Cream Pump Head

1. Turn the 1/4 turn latches on
the pump enclosure to the left to
release.

2. Pull the door out
and away from the
enclosure.

3. To open the pump head, lift
up on the cream pump head.

Silver Tab

4. Install pump tube (either
Red or Blue) by pressing in the
silver tab at the bottom to open
clip.
5. Push one end of the tube
into the hole until you hear it
CLICK into place.

6. Stretch the tube
across the pump rollers
and insert the tube end
into place and making
sure it CLICKS into
place. Follow steps 4 & 5
to do this.
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7. After the end is securely in
place. Close the pump lid,
then close the pump housing
lid and turn 1/4 turn latches
to the right.

Operation & Calibration Instructions
SP-2L Control

The SP-2L Control contains the system master on-off switch along with a dial to control the speed of the
pump.
On-Off: If your system is wired through a “header switch” you can turn the unit on and allow the
“header switch” to turn the control on and off throughout the day. When the system is on, the red LED
above the switch will illuminate to indicate the controller is on.
Dial: The dial on the control increases and decreases the speed of the pump motor, in turn increasing
and decreasing the output of the system. “Turn counterclockwise to reduce the application rate or
clockwise to increase the application rate”.

General Operation

When starting up your applicator for the first time, you may notice that after 15-20 minutes of run time, the
volume may increase; this is normal. During the first 15-20 minutes, your pumping tube is being broke in.
Your system does not need to go through a break in period before use. If you notice the volume increase,
simply use the SP-2L Control to adjust back to the desired rate.

Flowmeter

Your FM-1008.5LED Flowmeter has calibration marking on the face of the unit along with a ball that floats
inside the flowmeter body. As you turn up (clockwise) your SP-2L, in turn increasing the speed of the
pump, the ball will float higher. The opposite is true if you turn down (counter clockwise) your SP-2L. When
the SP-2L is on, the flowmeter will illuminate.
The markings on the left in RED are your output in Tons per Minute if your product is concentrated to a mix
rate of 100 ton per gallon.
Example: You determine that you are harvesting 3.5 ton/minute. Simply turn the dial on the SP-2L Control
until the ball is floating on the line to the right of 3.5.
The markings on the right in BLACK are your output in ounces per minute, this would apply for products
concentrated to a mix rate of 50 or 25 ton per gallon. To determine your ounces per minute rates reference
the charts found on page 15.
Example: You have a product concentration of 50 ton per gallon and a harvest rate of 2.5 ton/minute.
Reference the 50 Tons per Gallon Mix chart and follow the Ton/Min down to 2.50 which = 6.4 ounces per
minute. Simply turn the dial on the SP-2L Control until the ball is floating on the line to the left of 6.4
NOTE: The FM-1008.5LED Flowmeter has a calibration standard based upon concentrations of products
between 100-200 grams per gallon. Higher concentration levels will provide a skewed calibration resulting
in under application of product. Some products may require the ball to float on the line and some may
require the ball to float on top of the line for most accurate results. To assure the most accurate results
perform a collection test
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Operation & Calibration Instructions (Continued)
Calibration Charts

The Calibration Charts below are to provide you with the amount of total solution that you need to apply
based upon your mix rate and tonnage per minute harvested. Please note that you may need to change
your mix rate if your harvest rate drops below the lowest output of the pump.
These charts are to be used along with the FM-1008.5LED Flowmeter Assembly for calibration of your
system.
To find out how much tonnage per minute you are harvesting, please use the harvest rate chart on page
13.

100 Ton Per Gallon Mix

50 Ton Per Gallon Mix

25 Ton Per Gallon Mix

Tons/Min

Ounces/Min

Tons/Min

Ounces/Min

Tons/Min

Ounces/Min

1.50

1.92

0.75

1.92

0.50

2.56

2.00

2.56

1.00

2.56

0.75

3.84

2.50

3.20

1.25

3.2

1.00

5.12

3.00

3.84

1.50

3.84

1.25

6.4

3.50

4.48

1.75

4.48

1.50

7.68

4.00

5.12

2.00

5.12

1.75

8.96

4.50

5.76

2.25

5.76

2.00

10.24

5.00

6.40

2.50

6.4

5.50

7.04

2.75

7.04

6.00

7.68

3.00

7.68

6.50

8.32

3.25

8.32

7.00

8.96

3.50

8.96

7.50

9.60

3.75

9.6

8.00

10.24

4.00

10.24

Blue or Red

8.50

10.88

4.25

10.88

Red Tube
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KEY
Blue Tube

Operation & Calibration Instructions (Continued)
Product Mixing

Use the mixing bottle for pre-mixing your product. Mix between 200-250 tons per mix. Mix the total amount
of product you desire and then top with cold water to the desired gallon mark.
NOTE: The applicator is designed to mix up to 100 treatable ton of product per gallon – 1000 ton per
cooler full (see the mix rate/calibration charts above/page 13 to find your desired mixing rate and pump
tube color based on your harvest rate.
Add frozen plastic bottles (soda bottle) of water to assist with providing a cool environment for the product.
At the days end, or during any prolonged interruption of chopping (weather, breakdown, etc.), ice packs or
frozen bottles of water may be added to keep the product cool. (Ice packs or bottles not included with the
applicator).
DO NOT add ice directly to the mix as this will dilute the concentration resulting in under application of
product.

System Flushing

1: Your applicator should be flushed at the end of each day. To do this, turn the 3-way valve handle up
toward the flush bottle input. This will allow the pump to draw clean water from the flush bottle and flush out
the entire product line.
NOTE: 4 ft. of product line will contain approximately enough product for 1 ton of forage. It is
recommended to flush out the product onto the last batch of forage harvested.
COLD WEATHER FLUSHING: During cold weather when there is a possibility of the product lines
freezing overnight, it is recommended to fill the flush bottle with RV Waterline Antifreeze and flush the
system. This will prevent the lines and the flowmeter from freezing and cracking.
2: It is recommended to flush out the tank between batch mixes to remove any product settlings. To do this,
remove the tank and rotate the swivel connection to expose the filter screen and rinse out with clean water.
This will clean out the tank and filter.
3: Occasionally it is recommended to flush the entire system – including the cooler – with warm soapy
water, followed by a clean water flush. This will help to get any residue out of the filter, tank and lines.
4: If there is significant build up or mold growth it is recommended to mix a solution of 2 fl. Oz. of bleach per
gallon of water, fill the cooler and run some of the solution through the system. Expose for 4 hours and then
thoroughly flush with clean water.

General Maintenance

The DE-1008.5 Applicator has only one “wear part”. This part is the Pumping Tube. The Pumping Tube
needs to be replaced as needed or annually, whichever comes first. If the Pumping Tube wears out, the
motor will still run, but it will not pump any product or have a significant reduction in output. Directions for
changing out the Pumping Tube is found on page 18.
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DE-1008.5 Pump Tube Replacement Directions

Closed (Off) position

From Flush Bottle

1. Turn the cooler valve off (handle is facing out towards
you) or to flush (handle will be facing upwards).

2. Turn the 1/4 turn
latches on pump
enclosure to the left to
open door. Pull the
door out away from the
enclosure.

3. To open pump
head, lift up on the
cream pump head
top.

Silver Tab

4. Press in the silver
tab at the end of the
pump tube and
release pump tube.
Repeat step for the
other side.
5. Remove pump tube.

6. When replacing pump tube, be sure that the pump
tube fitting CLICKS into the fitting. (if the opening has
closed, just push in the silver tab to open it again).
Connect on one side, stretch over the pump rollers and
connect on the other side, CLICKING it into place .
NOTE: Double check the tubes are securely in place,
failure to do so may result in product pumping inside the
enclosure causing NON-WARRANTY damage.
7. After inserting the new pump tube, reverse steps 4-1.
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From Cooler

DE-1008.5

Part #

Description

Qty

FM-1008.5LED

DE-1008.5LED Flowmeter Assembly (Not Pictured)

1

1008.5-SUPPORT Support bracket for 1008.5 Series Pump Unit

FM-1008.5LED

1008.5 Support
1008.5-ENC

SP-2L

1

1008.5-ENC

Pump Enclosure Stainless Steel
1
(Enclosure only-No Pump, Hose, Power Cord or Fittings)

SP-2L

Speed Control - DE-1008.5 Only

1

364-1008.5

35’ DE-1008.5 Power Cord Assembly

1

182-SS-CV

Dohrect Enject Discharge Bracket for use
w/In-Line Check Valve

1

451-20

1/4” Clear Hose (20’)

1

LT14HBPM

1/4” HB Panel Mount Quick Connect Socket

2

SHC-BB

Plastic “Snapper” Hose Clamp (for 451 Hose)

2

1/4”
1/4” BH
BH Panel
Panel Mount
Mount
Quick Connect
Connect Socket
Socket
Quick
182-SS-CV

SHC-BB Snapper
Hose Clamps

364-1008.5
451-20

Part #
130-QC

LT14HBPM

Description
10 Gallon Dohrect Enject Cooler Assembly

Qty
1

(Includes Valve & Fittings)
FLB32QC **

DE-1008.5 Flush Bottle Assembly

1

177-OSB-SS

13” Pump Mount Bracket w/Offset Bend-Stainless Steel 2

1776502

1 Gallon Mixing Jug

1

156-SS

Stainless Steel Baseplate with Baseplate w/Straps

1

451

1/4” Clear Hose (11”)

0.92

LT14HBSTR

1/4” HB Quick Connect Straight

1

**FLB32QC-NH/NHF-Available w/no hose or no hose fittings**

130-QC
FLB32QC

177-OSB-SS Support

451 (11”) Clear Hose
From Valve to Pump
156-SS

LT14HBSTR
19

1776502

LT14HBEL

FLB32QC

FLB32QC— Flush Bottle Assembly
(Flush bottle & cap are not sold
as individual parts.)

LT14HBPM

Part #

451
(4-5/8”)

324

Description

Qty

LT14HBSTR 1/4” HB Quick
Connect Straight

1

451

1/4” Clear Hose (15”)

1.25

LT14HBEL

1/4” HB Quick
Connect Elbow

1

LT14HBPM 1/4” BH Panel Mount
Quick Connect Socket

456

451 (15”)

1

451

1/4” Clear Hose (4 5/8”) 0.39

324

1/4” MPT x 1/4”
HB Straight

1

456

1/4” Suction Strainer

1

LT14HBSTR

364-1008.5 Breakdown
Part #

Description

364A

15’ Power Cord
1
(Power Supply to SP-2L Control)

364C

20’ Power Cord
(SP-2L Control to Pump)

072.516.34

Qty

1

364A

364C

364-1008.5

ILCV-14FPT14HB-1.5

326

170001
182-SS-CV

170001— In-Line Check Valve Breakdown
Part #

Description

Qty

182-SS-CV

Discharge Bracket for use w/In-Line Check Valve

1

ILCV-14FPT14HB-1.5

In-Line Check Valve Body

1

326

1/4” MPT x 1/4” HB Elbow

1

373.516

5/16-18 Nylon Insert Locknut (Not Pictured)

1

072.516.34

5/16-18 x 3/4 Hex Head Bolt

1

SHC-BB

*Plastic “Snapper” Hose Clamp (for 451 Hose)
(*Not Pictured)

1
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Part #

Description

Qty

108.5

DE-1008.5 Pump
(Pump tube NOT
included-includes
wiring w/plug)

1

1008.5-PT-BL

DE-1008.5 Blue Pump Tube

1

1008.5-PT-RD

DE-1008.5 Red Pump Tube

1

LT14HBPM

1/4” HB Panel Mount
Quick Connect Socket

2

108.5

1008.5-PT-RD (Large)

1008.5-PT-BL (Small)

LT14HBPM
LT14MPTQC

CVA-130-QC

234-3926

313PVC

449

302

130/GSK

333

301

338

456

CVA-130-QC Breakdown
Part #

Description Qty

456

1/4” Suction Strainer (Inside Cooler)

234-3926

1/2” FPT Swivel (Wingnut) x 1/2” HB Swivel Elbow

313PVC

1/2” x 1/2” Close PVC Nipple

1

130/GSK

Cooler Gasket Set

1

338

1/2” x 1/2” FPT Coupler

1

302

1/2” x 1/4” Reducer Busing

1

301

1/4” Gauge Elbow

1

333

1/4” x 1/4” Close Nipple

1

449

1/4” 3 Way Valve

1

LT14MPTQC

1/4” MPT X Quick Connect Socket

2

1
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1

FM-1008.5LED

FM-1008.5LED Hardware Bag
Flowmeter Hardware Bag Breakdown
Part #

Description

Qty

N222-109

1/4” x 1-1/8” x 3-1/2” U-Bolt

1

072.38.1

3/8-16 x 1” Hex Head Bolt

2

111.14.34

1/4 x 3/4” Slotted Self-Tapping Screw

2

442.516

5/16” Split-Lock Washer

2

330.516

5/16-18 Hex Nut

2
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DE-1008.5 Kit Contains:

ELECPK1

HDWPK1000

Hardware Bag Breakdown
Part #

Qty

HDWPK1000

1

ELECPK1

1

1008.5-PT-BL

1

1008.5-PT-RD

1

Electrical Pack Breakdown

Hardware Bag Breakdown

Part #

Description

Qty

Part #

Description

Qty

19606-0002

Insulated Female Terminal
(Yellow, 10-12 AWG, 0.25”)

1

072.516.112.1

5/16-18 x 1 1/2” Hex Head Bolt

4

19003-0040

Insulated Female Terminal
(Blue, 14-16 AWG, 0.25”)

1

072.516.1.1

5/16-18 x 1” Hex Head Bolt

4

409.516.1

5/16” Flat Washer

8

19070-0153

Ring Terminal (Yellow, 10-12 AWG)

1

442.516

5/16” Split-Lock Washer

4

19073-0059

Ring Terminal (Blue, 14-16 AWG)

1

330.516.1

5/16-18 Hex Nut

4

DE-1008.5-MAN Hardware Bag

3-Way Valve

Manifold Hardware Bag Breakdown
Part #

Description

Qty

881.9002.1

7.5” Black Zip Tie

6

433

Cord Clamp

3

072.516.112.1

5/16-18 x 1 1/2” Hex Head Bolt

4

072.516.1.1

5/16-18 x 1” Hex Head Bolt

4

442.516

5/16” Split-Lock Washer

4

330.516.1

5/16-18 Hex Nut

4

1008.5-MAN
LT14MPTQC
3 output fittings on valve
Manifold Assembly (DE-1008.5x2 ONLY)

LT14HBILQCS

LT14HBSTR
One on each end of
tank hoses / one on
end of pump hose that
connects to valve

Part #

Description

Qty

449

1/4” 3-Way Valve

1

LT14MPTQC

1/4” MPT X Quick Connect Socket 3

LT14HBSTR

1/4” HB Quick Connect Straight

5

LT14HBILQCS

1/4” HB x Quick Connect Socket

1

451

1/4” Clear Hose (4’ x 3)

12

1008.5 Bracket

Manifold Bracket

1

34600SN

5/16-18 x 3/4” Carriage Bolt

2

373.516

5/16-18 Nyloc Nut

2

415.12

1/2” -.515 x .875 x .063 Washer

1

415.34

3/4”-.765 x 1.312 x .063 Washer

1
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